




Before and After

How it works

The three sizes

https://www.embracescartherapy.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/Large-featured-product-PHY1.jpg
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16 cm Minimize Product

Market

https://www.embracescartherapy.com/shop-now/embrace-minimize/


CAD DESIGN
R&D Project

COMPANY DOCUMENATION

TESTING 
TESTING
AND MORE
TESTING

COST REDUCTION
TOLERANCE ANALYSIS

FDA DOCUMENATION/QA

DESIGN VERIFICATION & VALIDATION

DESIGN FOR MANUFACTURING
GO/GO-NO GAUGES

PACKAGING/SHIPPING
MARKETING
SCRAP ANALYSIS

Iceberg Image

http://www.spindrift-racing.com/jules-verne/drupal/sites/default/files/u7/iceberg_Clevenger.jpeg












The two types of labels



Current Proposed



H Style Taping 

Compression 
Graph

The headspace of the shipper yielding 

The force being supported by the contents in the box 
Uneven Flaps can puncture contents  

Boxes ≥ 2.2 ft^3 or 30lbs will fail 
compression testing 
(individual shipping only)



Modifying the product is better than modifying the box.

Tight fit in all three directions

1/4” for the head space

Retail product: no visual damage to product
Sterile product: contents cannot be punctured 

Lay product on smallest face



Boxes on Pallet

http://www.dyco-inc.com/images/uploads/06%20Manual%20Box%20Palletizing%20-%20Pallet%20(Small).jpg




Strong disconnect between engineer & lab

Advances questions for meeting 

VP’s and Heads get faster response times

Phone Calls = quick info

Email = traceable info


	Neodyne Bioscience
	Neodyne Biosciene Inc. is located in Menlo Park, CA which apart of the Bay Area.  
	Unlike gels and creams, the Embrace products has a mechanism to relieve tension on a scar.  
	I gained more responsibility, �I became more than just a typical intern. 
	I got first hand experience �at being a product manager.  
	An R&D project includes more �than just CAD Design work.
	Scrap Analysis is a complex problem �that requires a holistic mindset.
	It is best to solve a big problem in small solutions.
	Determine what is actually under your control.  
	Categories are better than lists.  
	Scrap can be linear to the number �of steps in the process.  
	A visual can help people understand the problem.
	After actions report are not really taught at schools.  
	Talking to experts can save you time and resources.
	Don’t test every case, �validate the best and worst case 
	Interlocking is the strongest for the different orientations.  
	Documentation keeps track of the �company’s effort past and present.  
	I came away with a better understanding of what it takes to design and produce medical devices.

